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between presentations, there was a great deal

The challenge which we are now all facing is

of discussion between various parties. Old

to ensure that economy and biology “work

acquaintances got together and exchanged new

together”, in order to sustainably improve and

ideas. New faces joined the field and learned

extend our ever-changing flourishing society.

about the latest developments in biomimicry.

We will have to grow and we will also have to

New seeds were sown, the fruits of which will

develop new directions, which coincidentally

be plucked at some time in the future. And all

is also one of the biological laws which

of this took place under ideal circumstances

received attention during the conference.

and thanks to perfect organisation. So for me
the conference was a very successful event.

This report on the international conference
on biomimicry will give you a wonderful

That really pleases me, since biomimicry can

impression of the stories which were told

help us as a design method for nature-based

and the knowledge that was exchanged.

innovations. Implementation of biomimicry,
however, is still in its early days in the
Netherlands. This has led the Ministry of

2

Economic Affairs to conclude a “Biomimicry”

Wieke Tas,

Green Deal in 2011 with BiomimicryNL and

Ministry of Economic Affairs
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Introduction Biomimicry Magazine

MEANING 3: RESTORED TO A

in meta-study on the subject of

circular economy makes perfect

BETTER, HIGHER, OR MORE

Biomimetics and Bionics. (Lepora,

ecological and business sense.

WORTHY STATE

2013). The intention to design
something that is sustainable and,

Still, such a normative stance can

The Joint Conference on Bio-Inspiration

How to assess the regenerative

preferably, regenerative, is there

be a cause of conflict, normative

and Biomimicry was held in 11-12-13

potential, how do we know we are

when you talk to designers and

approaches tend to be seen as

restoring things through innovations?

scientists but it is not made explicit.

un-scientific because it delivers a

November 2016 at Utrecht University.

How do we know we are moving

Or, if such a claim is made is goes no

biased, non-objective view of nature.

The press statement mentioned that:

toward a more healthy, nourishing,

further than what CtoC already

At the same time it can also be seen

less destructive world? The short

labelled as less bad solutions:

as highly un-ethical to ‘just do

efficiency gains.

science’ to redress some of the

“The overarching theme of the conference

the second one re-connect and the third resembles ethos,

answer is if an innovation fits into

is (re)generate! We need to regenerate the

the three conceptual cornerstones underlying Biomimicry.

the natural fabric of an ecosystem or

ecological systems that provide us with

MEANING 1: FORMED OR CREATED AGAIN

imbalances the human species has

niche in a constructive way, if it

Biomimicry aims to make a difference

feeds and helps other species to

where it concerns the transition to a

introduced to system Earth.

thrive it will be part of nature and as

circular economy, it wants to learn

We were really happy to discover

Some speakers were explicit about the need for regeneration

such regenerative. Such a description

how nature prospers within the

that this tension did not surface

how to design, govern, and maintain

and beyond that transformation of our current ways of

is a bit too metaphorical and loose to

ecological boundaries of planet

during the conference. On the

systems that can regenerate themselves

producing and discarding things. The presentation by

satisfy science or even policy. So,

Earth. In the Biomimicry Resource

contrary the common focus on

Daniel Wahl, for instance, really made an impression

let’s try and see if there is a way to

Handbook (Baumeister, 2014) a table

nature, the genuine enthusiasm and

and function as part of nature, not on top

because it offered a view that we can and should go beyond

describe or classify innovations in

is provided where a distinction is

diversity of speakers allowed for a

of nature. … How can we regenerate our

merely becoming sustainable. The aim is transformation

the this emerging field.

made between innovations that do

peaceful co-existence and earnest

not fit well into the web of life or

discussion at the same time.

most of our wealth, and we need to learn

through regeneration.

economies, societies and bio-sphere?”

When we compare the bio-inspiration

even destroy it. From a biological

Some scientists got their first taste

This is what several entrepreneurs and the keynotes by

and biomimicry approach it becomes

point of view these would be unfit

of biomimicry and a lot of Biomimics

Jay Harman and Katherine Collins showed, biomimetic

clear that both approaches want to

species in a niche or higher level

also found that micro-biology, plant

Next to the grand theme of regeneration the conference

innovation starts with an insight and a desire to really

learn from nature. So far so good.

construct like an ecology or biome,

physiology, environmental biology,

was organized around four broad themes: Food & Water,

copy ingenious solutions already at work in nature.

Bio-inspirational approaches like

they would go extinct or contribute

ecology and other biological

Energy & Materials, Ecosystems & Built Environment and

They show that it is possible and increasingly feasible

Bionics and Biomimetics are satisfied

to the extinction of other species.

specializations offered great new

Economy & Organisations. We accordingly adopted this

to emulate natural solutions that regenerate our social,

with the application of knowledge to

Well adapted innovations on the

material for case studies or just

structure also in the magazine. A thematic approach

yes that includes economics and finance, and ecological

certain problem areas, sustainability

other hand do fit and will have a

plain inspiration.

helps when you strive for a multi-disciplinary approach;

surroundings.

did not feature as meaningful term

cyclical nature. So aiming for a

you stimulate exchanges between disciplines, a central
feature of both Biomimicry and Bio-Inspiration.

The ‘bad’ news was that such an insight puts you on a
long and windy road and the good message was that it is
BIO-UTILIZED

BIO-ASSISTED

BIO-MIMICKED

ADAPTATION OR FIT

MEANING 2: SPIRITUALLY REBORN OR CONVERTED

Organic agriculture,

Mycorrhizae to support growth

Mimicking, form, process

Fit

and improve soil conditions

and eco-system – water based

potential is seen and recognized. We think we speak for

To become part of Earth we need to learn to change our

Agro forestry

all participants that it was great to feel that we are on to

thinking as well. It is not only about doing things

something worthwhile. Now how this this theme play

differently we also need to redefine and experience a

Snake skin to heal

out during the conference?

different relationship with our natural surroundings.

burned skin

In the introductory speeches by the representative of the

possible and increasingly feasible to innovate and

ministry of economic affairs and the Rector magnificus/

regenerate our social and ecological surroundings.

chairwoman of the board of the University the potential
and energy that adopting a bio-inspired approach gives
were enthusiastically conveyed. It is great that the

chemistry

Well adapted

Trained dogs to support
physically challenged people

Bio-bricks (growing bricks with
minerals water and bacteria)

This is usually achieved by Not Doing but by quieting
Merriam Webster’s online dictionary gives 3 meanings

the mind and being in nature. This made the conference

for the word: 1. formed or created again, 2. spiritually

different from regular scientific conferences.

reborn or converted, 3. restored to a better, higher, or

The extra outdoor workshops in the Botanical Garden

more worthy state. (www.merriam-webster.com/

gave the opportunity to relax and re-connect, meet

Carbon-based

dictionary/regenerate) Looking back at the programme

people in a different environment, sparking new ideas

agriculture

it becomes clear that each meaning has been addressed.

and relationships.

Over-fishing and

Test animals for the cosmetics

Mimicking form; still heat,

industry

beat and treat

Unfit
Mal Adapted

Shinkansen Bullet-train,
Fasto-elephant trunk

Interestingly, the first definition resembles emulate,
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Accelerating nature’s design
solutions to market: The Biomimicry
Global Design Challenge
A biodegradable soil restoration system.
A radically affordable aquaponic design for
subsistence farmers in developing nations.
A new way for city dwellers to grow healthy
food on their balconies. These are just a
sample of the nature-inspired solutions

bring their design to market. All accelerator teams are

that are making their way to market, thanks

incubation support, and introduced to potential

to the efforts of the entrepreneurs in the

government, NGO, and private sector partners.

Biomimicry Global Design Challenge.

For the first two years of this Challenge, the focus was on

connected to investors and entities who can provide

food and agriculture issues like waste, packaging,
agricultural pest management, food distribution, energy
It’s clear that, to tackle our planet’s biggest sustainability

use, and other solutions. In 2015, seven teams were

issues, we’re going to need to innovate in new ways.

invited to join the Biomimicry Accelerator, where they

Over billions of years, living organisms on our planet

spent a year testing and prototyping their designs, and

have learned to adapt, survive, and thrive, and now we

working with mentors and experts to hone their solutions.

need to do the same. We not only need to find new
solutions - quickly - but ensure that these solutions

In October 2016, the first $100,000 Ray of Hope Prize™

make their way to the marketplace, where they can be

was awarded at the National Bioneers Conference to

implemented on a wider scale.

Team Bionurse, from the Ceres Regional Center for Fruit

The other six Accelerator teams included:

BIOCULTIVATOR

LIVING FILTRATION SYSTEM

A team from Zvolen, Slovakia devised a self-sustaining

and Vegetable Innovation in Chile. Their innovation,

system to help city-dwellers grow their own organic food,

This is why the Biomimicry Institute and the Ray C.

called the BioPatch, enhances soil’s capacity to retain

The earthworm’s digestive system and the human small

Anderson Foundation have created the Biomimicry Global

water, nutrients, and microorganisms so that degraded

intestine inspired a University of Oregon team to develop

Design Challenge, an international design competition

land is restored for the next generation of crops.

a biomimetic drainage system that keeps nutrients in the

and accelerator program that crowdsources nature-in-

The container is fabricated from corn stalks, utilizing a

soil rather than leaving the field in runoff, decreases the

spired solutions to big sustainability challenges, such as

resource that otherwise would be burned as waste, and

amount of fertilizer needed, and improves soil health

Team Hexagro, with members from Italy, Costa Rica and

climate change, food system issues, water management,

biodegrades after one season. The team was inspired by

over time.

Colombia, has created a “groundless” modular growing

and alternative energy. The goals of the Challenge are to

the way that hardy “nurse” plants like the yareta (a type

show how nature-inspired design can provide viable

of cushion plant) establish themselves in degraded soils

solutions and to speed these solutions to market via the

and pave the way for new plant species to grow.

Biomimicry Accelerator program.
Not only is the Challenge a way for entrepreneurs and

HEXAGRO

system that gives people the opportunity to grow healthy
MANGROVE STILL

food in tight, indoor spaces.

This Italian team’s design mimicked the way coastal

In fall 2016, the Institute launched a new round of the

plants process seawater to create a desalinating still that

challenge, looking for biomimetic approaches to solving

costs five times less than other solar stills.

climate change, including nature-inspired design to

students to learn biomimicry by applying it to real issues,
but it creates an artery of viable biomimetic design

right on their balconies.

create solutions to address energy consumption, greenJUBE

solutions that can be commercialized and made available

house gas emissions, food systems, transportation, water
management, coastal communities, and fossil fuel usage.

in markets where they’re needed the most. Each year,

The BioX team from Thailand developed Jube,

You can learn more about the Challenge, how to join,

one Accelerator team will win the Ray C. Anderson

a bio-inspired chamber for capturing edible insects,

and how to support biomimicry innovation at

Foundation’s $100,000 Ray of Hope Prize™ to help them

the food of the future.

challenge.biomimicry.org.
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Keynote speakers

SATURDAY - JAY HARMAN

SATURDAY - GEANNE VAN ARKEL

BIOMIMICRY ENTREPRENEURSHIP

BIOMIMICRY & CIRCULAR
BUSINESS BENEFITS

These days many products are being designed which have been inspired by nature.

Geanne van Arkel talked about the implementation of biomimicry into the business

Jay Harmans’ presentationoffered us an insight in his life as a biomimicry entrepreneur.

world. Her mission is to convince people that biomimicry and complementary methods

Energy efficiency is an important topic in current-day product design. Though, it may

like the Natural Step or Cradle to Cradle is the way to go to reach zero negative impact to

seem like a straight line is the most efficient way to go from A to B, when one observes

the environment with production processes. Her company, called Interface, is known for

phenomena in nature, movements of mass often shows spiral like shapes. Like the shape

the invention of the Carpet tile.

of a tornado, or the flow of water when pulling the plug from a bath tub.
Interface is the biggest producer of carpet tiles in the

So, what can it mean for your company, running it on

Jay’s entrepreneurial career started when he recognized

In the end, he answers the question, “So what is the road

Netherlands, and besides that one of the most sustaina-

life’s principles? At Interface, if an idea does not fit the

this shape as a way to minimize energy use. Inspired by

to a good business model in biomimicry”? Jay advices to

ble companies in the world. Geanne wanted rINterface to

principles, it is not going to be executed. Not only has

nature, he designed an object that could create a whirl-

work with licenses, to create the best methodologies to

behave more like an ecosystem, based on the life’s

this brought the company a reduction in production

pool which turned out to reduce the use of energy used

produce a product or service and sell those. His main

principles. It is all about closing cycles and creating value.

costs, it also improved the reputation of the company,

for flow of matter. His product, a spiral no bigger than the

point is that you must approach a real problem. As an

Driven by her ambition, she got out there and learned

engaged employees and other stakeholders, and it has

palm of your hand, could mix tanks of fluid as big as 4

entrepreneur you should not try to teach consumers that

from nature. Interface started using 95% renewable

driven innovation and future resilience. Geanne empha-

million liters. The product seemed applicable in many

they need your product, they should instantly know it

energy, which caused a huge reduction of GHG. Besides

sizes that you should not only recycle your own materi-

industries, potentially saving huge amounts of energy.

benefits them and then make sure that your product has

that, the company now recycles 50% of their bio based

als, but also include other industries. Working together is

the lowest price possible.

materials, which strongly lowers the ecological footprint

needed to make process more circular. You will not find

Jay has applied his idea on the design of many types of

of the company. The tiles are already being recycled,

the solutions for the environmental issue in one produc-

products, ranging from boats to fans and pumps used in

giving value to materials which have otherwise have been

tion cycle. Sustainable development goals are a great way

the oil industry. However, convincing companies to

a waste, but the final goal is to increase recycling from

to convince companies and governance that biomimicry

actually use the product or buy the idea was not that

50% to 100% recycling. She strongly feels that sustaina-

is the way to go. This story has been told often, based on

easy. During his career, he ran into problems like funding

bility pays for itself and more and more methods are

facts and figures, however being engaged with biomimic-

cutoffs, long processes to get a patent, and the fact that

being developed to take this further. For example,

ry in a company adds qualities such as fun and respect

people always want to pay the lowest price. Consumers

engineers at Interface are busy with reusing heat. At

and delivers a better financial bottom-line..

do not often think about the long-term savings that a

Interface incorporation of different people into the

product can provide. The market does not focus on

process is seen an important aspect, which also adds

idealism but on profit. Jay is happy to hear that the field

social value to the work floor.

of biomimicry is expanding and that there is more
interest in getting inspired by nature.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

SATURDAY - KATHERINE COLLINS

SUNDAY - DAYNA BAUMEISTER

THE NATURE OF INVESTING

GROUND TRUTHING BIOMIMICRY

Katherine Collins is an investor who got inspired by nature. She explains that she

Dayna Baumeister is Co-Founder and Advisory Board Member of the Biomimicry

comes from a place surrounded by nature. Often if people fantasize about their happiest

Institute and Keystone and Co-founder of the Biomimicry Guild. Through many

place, this place often also includes beautiful nature. Being an investor is often seen as

examples she gave a truly inspiring keynote about the functional bridge between

working on the opposite of this happy place, but Katherine wants to show that investing

human design challenges and biology.

is a noble job anyway.
Nature in all its beauty seems like a great inspiration for

Another ROI is integration, sadly not all companies are

After 18 years of investing she went to divinity school.

She designed the honeybee model which is the opposite

product design and with the strategy of the dandelion

ready yet to innovate and integrate biomimicry. Some-

However, she did not say goodbye to the investors world.

of conventional market model. For example, she offers

Dayna wanted to spread this message, talking about

times the biological solution is so out of their thinking

Rather the opposite, she observedthat financial markets

open access to her data and investment opportunities

biomimicry everywhere, hoping that some seeds would

pattern, that it is not implemented. People need to be

estranged from nature, she wanted to find a bridge

and the company is still profitable. It is a trust based

land and people would open up to it. Despite the

open to integrating biomimicry. The last ROI is the ripple

between nature and investment. And that is when you

business model that actually functions. The honeybee

potential of the field of biomimicry, people were not

of impact, like a drop of water in a puddle creating

get in touch with biomimicry. She thinks that the

model also tries to fit form to function. Katherine has a

willing to listen.

ripples, biomimicry is spreading forward. Companies

dominant way of thinking within economics goes against

research firm, which offers the opportunity to be

the principles of nature and this could potentially have

self-regulated. There is a seasonal rhythm with outbound

Then, she targeted her mission, with the precision of

suppliers to redesign their companies as well and that’s

been the cause of huge economic collapses. Katherine

work during the spring and the fall and the inbound work,

honeybee dispersal, speaking at small conferences with

how the impact increases.

states that disconnection from nature is a dangerous

more reflection and growth orientated in the winter,

the right audience. More and people got inspired and

thing. She compared plant soil to the economic market:

which has been great for the business and for the team.

want to act upon biology. She started to translate lessons

Dana only truly realized that something great had been

take away the roots and the whole system collapses.

Lastly the model includes recycling and cooperation,

from nature directly to their business, and so people

happening when she saw a first master’s degree in

So how do you fix or create a healthy soil and what does

the honeybee model reinvests and thereby feeds the soil,

could directly see a classic return of investment (ROI),

biomimicry signed. Hereby Dayna gave us an insight on

that look like in the financial world?

not the plant.

a saving of money by emulating nature. It seems like

different kinds of ROIs that can be observed through the

ROI has become the driving factor in our society, while

process of biomimicry: results of inspiration, reality of

which have reconnected to nature are now asking their

To grow crops a farmer needs to feed the soil and not the

In the end Katherine refers to current day problems in

by doing so, Dayana infected people with the incurable

integration and ripple of impact, which can all be

plant. The financial world should start adopting this

society. She states that to make society function, you can

biomimicry virus and it started spreading all over the

initiated even by two like-minded people sitting in a café.

strategy. Currently the design principles in economics are

see yourself as an investor in people. And as an investor

world. The classic ROI is an entry point for people who

not at the level of the soil but more superficial like the

you have to believe in a better tomorrow. We can all find

have not yet reconnected to nature.

weed on top of it. Katherine says that many people

some hope, bonds between human beings can facilitate

wonder what to invest in to make the environment

Now more and more businesses are reconnecting to the

better. However, the investment process itself needs to

natural world. We cannot deny how this return has led to

be changed. Currently there is a mismatch between what

hope, and people get excited, however they do not

to achieve and how to achieve it.

change their acting. But reminding people for their love
for nature is an ROI as well.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

SUNDAY - CHRISTIAN HAMM

SUNDAY - MICHAEL PAWLYN

LIGHTWEIGHT PRODUCT

BIOMIMICRY IN ARCHITECTURE

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Christian Hamm works for the Alfred Wegner Institute (AWI) where he and his team

Michael Pawlyn is one of the leading architects in the implementation of biomimicry

study bionic lightweight design and function morphology. By applying biomimicry,

and innovative approaches to sustainability. Pawlyn discussed the criticism concerning

they develop construction methods to make structures lighter. Christian believes that a

biomimicry which he ran into after the publication of his first book.

combination of basic and applied research is needed to truly understand the principles
of biomimicry, which is essential to eventually start projects with industries.

People say that humans can invent without nature and

productivity and lower energy-use could well off-set the

nature does not invent, but continues on existing matter.

initial investment. This is exactly what Pawlyn argued

This is correct according to Pawlyn. However, he says that

that we should think more about the benefit of increasing

His research group investigates the properties of diatom

To optimize the product, evolutionary systems are

these people miss the point. It is not a question of thesis

productivity of people. This is possible with the right

skeletons. Diatoms are unicellular organisms that live in

applied. ELISE consists out of the following steps:

and anti-thesis. It’s about the 3.8 of billion years of research

environment like the biomimtic office. The building could

the ocean, which have a skeleton made of silica

Specification of the product, screening of natural

and development that we inherited. There are so many

potentially increase people’s productivity with 10% and

(a glasslike material). These organisms are interesting

principles, several design proposals, optimization and

interesting techniques that are already used in nature,

thereby pay for itself.

because their shape is optimized for light weight and

adaptation to a feasible production process. ELISE

which we could learn from and apply to our daily life.

mechanical resilience. Besides that, their silica skeleton

differs from a standard product development process by

precipitates under low pressure and low temperatures, but

generating diverse parallel concepts based on a database

So why is biomimicry interesting to architects?

like: the mountain datacenter and the Zero waste textile

still has a mechanical strength which is 10x higher than

and a scientific collection of diatoms and by combining

Filippo Brunelleschi was one of the first architects who

factory. He concludes that in roaring times, like now with

conventional steel. The reason for this seems to be the

these with a thorough optimization using genetic

applied biomimicry, building the dome of cathedral of

world leaders like Trump denying climate change, we

nanostructure of the silica which is contains geometries

algorithms. Like in evolution, the better concepts will

Florence in the fifteenth century with structures inspired

should be our own leaders towards a greener planet and

which often combine different lightweight principles

remain and end up in the final product. This allows the

by bird skeletons and shells. But how does Michael

should not wait for a savior. Biomimicry has the potential

such as ribs and honeycombs. Diatom shells must be

AWI to get close to the optimal solution.

Pawlyn implement biomimicry in his work? He talks

to draw out success stories that now lay hidden in nature

light because they must stay close to the water surface to

He then gave more examples of projects he is involved in

about his latest projects, the biomimetic office on which

and academic books. We need scientists to reveal nature’s

perform photosynthesis and are mechanically strong to

Christian thinks that biomimicry has the potential to

he works with a team of great consultants and biologist.

secrets and turn them into hope forthe future. Together

resist the feeding tools of predators.

create new lightweight materials which could be used in

As an architect, he tries to be the conductor of the group:

we should not live in fear but create a positive future.

technology. He emphasized in order to get there, close

unifying the best of the group and integrate it in a

We can choose to shape the future in the decisions we

To develop products based on the lightweight principles

interdisciplinary cooperation is essential. ELISE has been

unified whole. Inspired by the spookfish’s light reflecting

make and actions we take today.

of diatoms industries like to work with standardized

already applied in the development of bike frames, car parts

eyes, the light following lens of Anthurium theratinum

models. That is why the AWI developed the process

and racing yachts, making them lighter and potentially

and Bird skulls, they made a model of the lowest energy

ELISE (Evolutionary light structure engineering) for the

more environmental friendly. Christian concludes that

using offices in the world. Sadly, no one wants to build it

development of optimized lightweight constructions.

biomimicry has the potential to create disruptive

yet, as building this office would be quite an investment,

It is similar to a technical product design system besides

innovation. It can make us discover things that we could

but the potential long-term savings like increased

that concepts are made based on natural data.

not have thought of if we only followed our own path.
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Food & Water
If you ask a person on the street what you
would really, really need to stay alive, the
answers will invariably include food and
water. Things we take for granted, the most
common things in our lives. Water is
coming from a tap or plastic bottle and
food can be bought in a supermarket or at

She combined her research of mycorhizza, which can clean

a farmer, but did you ever think about

a contaminated soil and sustain an edible mushroom

what the impact of our use of water and

produce more our food more efficiently, and so reduce

food is on the world?

soil contamination. Paul Brouwer showed us that more

industry. Other speakers talked more about how we can

food can be made from the fast growing aquatic weeds,
such as Azolla and Martijn van Zanten talked about how

When we are looking to the footprint of water (WF), we

plants can adapt to different temperature levels. In this

are talking about a global average WF of 2,320 m3 per year

way they can find thermotolerant crops that maintain

for one consumer. This WF was based on use of rainwater,

productivity in a warming climate. Efficient fishery was

ground and surface water and volumes of water pollu-

discussed by Claudia Kruschel who showed that with

tion.¹ An important point hereby is that most of this WF

biomimetic sustainable fishing is possible. So catch the

is derived from the production of our food. Next to our

fish we can eat but the sea environment intact.

water use, we also have a food footprint. In Finland, they

Allesandro Villa showed a biomimicry based design,

research that one person has an average emission of 7,7

which was based on the mangrove. Food needs to be

kg CO₂ equivalent per day. That amounts to 2810 kg CO₂

packaged after it is harvested Ylva Poelman gave us some

equivalent per person each year.² Using this much food

knowledge about how nature is packaging its fruits.

and water has natural consequences. This means more

The main message was that al the packaging in nature is

and more drought in Africa, more and more polluted

multifunctional, made from a few ingredients and weak

water in Europe and the United states. Food production

materials, which became strong by structure.

becomes harder and more and more CO₂ emission activities
will be needede we have to clean our water and soil.

Not only researchers are busy with this ‘new’ way of

Increasing the use of chemicals, machines, etc, and that

designing. Also students at Utrecht University show

causes again more CO₂ emission. So, it becomes time to

different companies how to use biological models as

talk about our food and water use, to look for alternatives,

solution for several problems. They describe how you can

and to look to nature.

use the strategy of beetles to harvest water from the air.
They describe a pattern of hydrophobic and hydrophilic

Because food and water is a really broad theme, the

parts on the wings of these beetles on nanometre level.

presentations at the conference went from the aquatic

To purify water they take the examples of one the most

weed Azolla as food source, to a different way of food

complicated, but also important organs of the human

packaging and from the thermo-morphogenesis of plants

body, the kidneys. Kidneys are using pressure and

to a biomimetic way of fishing. Also the treatment of

osmosis to purify the blood of the body.

contaminated soil and water was not forgotten. A big

1. Hoekstra, A. Y., & Mekonnen, M. M. (2012).
The water footprint of humanity. Proceedings

message came from Carolina Zaoui, who said: “Through

So, on different levels it is possible to improve the use of

of the national academy of sciences, 109(9),

connecting three sectors; academia, remediation and

food and water, improve the way we transport food and

3232-3237.

food industry, we can develop a harmless solution for

water and to clean our current mess in soil and water.

cleaning soil.”

The next step is applying all these good idea’s at companies,

Katajajuuri, J. M., Usva, K., Mäenpää, I., ... &

government and the society.

Nissinen, A. (2011). Carbon footprint of

2. Virtanen, Y., Kurppa, S., Saarinen, M.,

food–approaches from national input–output
statistics and a LCA of a food portion. Journal of
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Cleaner Production, 19(16), 1849-1856.
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Ecosystems & Build Environment
People can find inspiration at every level
in nature. Whether you zoom in to the
microscopic level and look at interactions
where you see all different kinds of

inspired innovation and they should be approached with

organisms interacting with each other.

a unique set of propositions and intended outcomes in

Because of the big variety in organisms

solutions within their unique contexts.

that are present in nature we can find an

order to help them appreciate the value of nature’s

Xavier San Giorgi explained how integrating ecology with

incredible amount of interactions between

agriculture is a great way to restore ecosystem functioning

these different organisms. Each interaction

whilst reconnecting people with the food they eat.

is different and can teach us a valuable

Madelon de Beus says we should become ecologically

lesson. In nature, organisms help each

intelligent and that this can be done by adjusting the

other in many different ways so each process

inspiration in the architecture of a school building.

can be more efficient. These organisms

These speakers from different fields showed the importance

create conditions conducive to life.

as a source of inspiration for a more sustainable society.

Not only for their own life, but also for

Architect Michael Pawlyn described the way ecosystems

the other species around them that they

in his own words: “For me, biomimicry is just one of the best

share a habitat with.

sources of innovation to get to a world of zero waste because

Something that combines all the above is education.

learning environment. Nature should be a source of

of ecosystems itself and in what ways ecosystems can serve

can serve as an inspiration for a more sustainable future

those are the rules under which biological life has had to exist.
And it hasn’t just existed in a really miserable, self-denying

Naturally, during the conference on Biomimicry and

way, but in a celebrated, abundant and regenerative way.

Bio Inspired Innovation there were different people

I think we need to move to a far more positive way of talking

discussing this topic in talks and workshops.

about the future. A lot of sustainable design has got very

Alexandre Jousset, who is a microbe ecologist at the

stuck in very familiar solutions and even familiar materials

University of Utrecht, explained how crop production is

and forms, and so there’s so much more to it.”

threatened by several diseases that can kill plants or
make them unsuitable to consumption. He showed

In order to be able to find this inspiration for a long time

recent works aiming at playing with ecological concepts

to come, let’s keep on protecting and emphasize the value

to engineer plant-associated microbial communities to

ecosystems bring to this world.

enhance plant health. Merel Soons, who works in the
same group at Utrecht University as Jousset, emphasized
that biodiversity is globally under threat and that
restoration of environmental factors as well as dispersal
factors will increase biodiversity, which in turn generates
resilience against global change. From a business
perspective, Taryn Mead showed that depending on their
perception of nature, companies can have very different
cultures of innovation, sustainability, management and
leadership. These all influence how they perceive bio
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SIGN (Stichting Innovatie Glastuinbouw) / MorePlatz architectena

between bacteria, or go into a wild forest

Artist impression Greennest Experience

5

6

Energy & Materials
One of the four themes of the conference
was energy & materials. These two things
are thoroughly intertwined with our lives.
We are material and energy and we use
material and energy. We watch television,
boil water, charge our phones, use power

She works at Utrecht University and there they are looking

consuming laptops to write articles like

They are able to create all kind of different structures

this, et cetera. In addition, we use energy

that resemble cork, card board or elastic materials. These

in a less obvious way. All the products and

alternative for a large amount of materials currently used.

food that we buy are produced with energy.

From the kitchen & bath company Kohler came Theresa

into the possibilities of working with mycelia of fungi.

materials are biodegradable, which makes them a great

Millard. She told us how she played a role in making the
company more conscious of the environment. Among

Materials are everywhere we look. Homo sapiens is a

other things, she achieved this by thinking of a use for

species that needs to wear clothes to keep warm, uses

the by-products. Lilian van Daal told us how she noticed

tools to prepare food and has lost the physique to sleep

that a lot of waste is being produced in the soft seating

anywhere on the ground. Plus, most of us like pretty and

industry. Different materials are glued together, which

luxurious things. For example, we fill our houses with art,

makes them no longer effectively recyclable. To solve this

pianos, television and washing machines. All these objects

problem, she experiments with 3D printing. In this way

are made of something: materials. Moreover, these

the products are produced with zero waste and from only

materials are made with the use of energy and often

one material, which makes them easier to recycle. To be

waste a lot of energy.

able to maintain the different structures of, for example,
car seats, she seeks inspiration in plant cells and the

In principle there is nothing wrong with the use of

movement of the human body, such as lungs and intestines.

energy and materials. This is part of the needs we have

This is just a part of the many inspiring stories we heard

as humans and to completely change this, we would

during the conference.

probably have to evolve in a completely different species.
However, seeing how important these things are to us,

A beautiful example in which energy and material are

you would expect that we would treat them carefully.

combined is the production of electrical vehicle batteries.

This often does not happen.

Often silicon is used to cover these batteries. As the
battery charges, it swells and shrinks. This causes cracks

Fossil fuels are the source of almost all the energy we use.

causing a big dip in battery performance. Based on the

It is also used to compose a big part of our materials, such

human skin, researchers devised a new polymer that

as plastics and polyester. The use of fossil fuels contributes

breaks apart easily but can quickly form new bonds when

to a great extent to environmental pollution and the

the battery shrinks.

greenhouse effect. A different risk is that the quantity
of fossil fuels is finite. Thus, it is important to look for
more sustainable and recyclable solutions.
At the conference all kind of ideas passed. Carlo Rego
spoke about a water bottle that his company designed.
This bottle is composed from recycled materials,
including plastic removed from the ocean. A whole
different idea came from Pauline Krijgsheld.
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Organizations of the future are
based on ecological principles
A NEW TYPE OF ORGANIZATION EMERGES

CONTEXT: MONITORING YOUR BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

In ‘Reinventing Organisations’ Frederic Laloux describes
a new type of organization that is more adaptive,

In fall, deciduous trees in most area’s shed their leaves.

more flexible. Some of the secrets of their concept is

It is getting colder and that means that taking up water

self-organization and holding an evolutionary perspective.

is more difficult causing a real risk for dehydration.

Laloux talks about Organisations as living systems.

But how do trees know that it is fall or that fall is

Great.. Love that! Another type of organization that

coming? They just monitor their environment for factors

seems to emerge is the pop-up company. They also do as

that are important for their survival: length of the day

nature would do: cleverly making use of what is already

(hours of light) and temperature. If temperature drops to

available. Grow big when possible and shrink again if

a critical threshold and the hours of light over the day

necessary. Agile and flexible. I consider ‘organisations as

shorten, they start shedding their leaves. The interaction

living systems’ and’ pop-ups’ as the evolutionary step

of stimulus and response between environmental factors

towards a more ecological order. An ‘order’ away from

and tree is called a feedback loop. From experience we

hierarchical organizations that are not agile enough to

know that personnel that is being informed about the

meet today’s dynamics. To enhance the transition

yearly revenue of the company as well as the satisfaction

towards this new order it can be really helpful to turn

of the clients perform better than personnel that is only

to nature for more organizational ideas and models.

informed about satisfaction of the client. Just asking the

We only have to go outside and get inspired by practical

question what the most important feedback loops for

and beautiful examples!

your organization are will increase your awareness.
In our turbulent economic en social environment it

Ecosystem inspiration

might be of great value to take this ecological perspective.

CHANGE: ALWAYS ‘READY TO MOVE…’

LET’S REINVENT!

A landslide or a fire in a forest looks devastating, but

Nature as inspiration for the design of organizations is in

visiting this spot after some years might surprise you.

my perspective an approach that fits today’s challenges.

The forest ecosystem has started growing herbs, shrubs

Biomimicry can help to make the transition towards a

and even trees all over. Nature has the ability to recover

more ecological, natural way of collaborate, do business

in a magnificent way! Change is the most constant factor

and look after our common goods. Biomimicry 3.8, the

in nature and taking change into account is probably one

thought leaders in the field of applying nature’s genius to

of nature’s most important values. But how to establish

our human challenges, have developed the appropriate

that? By always take care of having your stockpile

tools that we can all build on.

available. Stock in terms of (bio)diversity for example.
Because more different species means more food sources
or more ways to distribute seeds. If one of these relations
fail you might not be in trouble. . Does your organization
think that way? Do you think of diversity as the foundation
of you being resilient?
And another thing…‘Living life to the max’ is not nature’s
way of doing things. Growing as big as you can or having
maximum offspring will make you weak and vulnerable.
Nature is being effective but is not being as efficient as
possible! That is just not the way to survive the
unpredictable. Specialized companies who were used to
focus on profit maximizations have sometimes found out
the hard way. In a changing environment you need to
secure flexibility by offering different products or
services. Being successful on the long run is not about
short term profits but it’s all about long term success.

Ecosystems are complex and dynamic systems that
change in response to their changing environment.

RELATIONSHIPS: COOPERATION ABOVE

An ecosystem moves towards an equilibrium without

COMPETITION

ever reaching it (a ‘dynamic equilibrium’). The whole
purpose is to sustain and survive and that means moving

Although all nature documentaries make us believe

along with the rhythm of our planet (day-night, low and

differently, more than 90% of nature’s relationships are

high tide, summer and winter). It also means taking the

focussed on cooperation and only less than 10% of the

planetary boundaries into account (limited resources)

relationships focus on competition. From a forest around

and using what is available. Nature does not have jobs

the corner nearby to the African Savanna, nature focusses

for change managers. Nevertheless, adapting to changing

on establishing collaboration. This focus saves a lot of

conditions is part of what nature does all the time.

energy and helps you to survive. It is fascinating how two

I think that this ability of being in sync with the

species with very different interests over their evolution

environment is one of the most fascinating qualities of

have found each other. Of course: what one species is

the natural world. There are three domains from ecology

lacking, the other species will have. Shelter in return for

that are most relevant for organizations: context,

safety. Food in return of health. Biologist call this mutualism.

relationships and dealing with change.
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AskNature: bridging biology,
design, and engineering
What if you were able to access billions
of years of time-tested sustainability
solutions, right at your fingertips?
Across the world, designers, engineers, scientists, and

In the fall of 2016, the Institute released a brand-new

entrepreneurs are tackling the same pervasive problems.

version of AskNature, with an improved navigation and

How do we eliminate toxic materials in our products,

search experience that is fast, fun, and mobile friendly,

create systems that save both energy and costs, and

and new tools that make it easy for members to collect,

reduce waste? Living systems present elegant and

create, and share content.

sustainable solutions to many of the challenges that
designers and innovators face every day. Unfortunately,

YOU CAN:

for many innovators around the world, access to those
solutions has been limited.

• Search AskNature’s online library for living systems’
solutions. Each entry has illustrative media,

In 2008, the Biomimicry Institute launched AskNature,

plain-language summaries, and linked references

an audacious project envisioned to catalog and present

for deeper dives into the 2000+ entries.

biological knowledge in ways that innovators across
disciplines are able to use to tap into nature’s design
solutions. Today, AskNature is the world’s most

• Create collections of your favorite strategies and share
your own innovative ideas in the Idea Incubator.

comprehensive and accessible online catalog of nature’s
solutions to human design challenges. Its dynamic and

• Browse curated collections, innovative ideas inspired

curated online library features nearly 1,700 “biological

by nature, tools for group collaboration, and a growing

strategy” articles describing how living systems have

library of educational resources.

adapted to thrive amongst the myriad of conditions and
challenges found on planet Earth. These articles are

• Coming soon, you’ll be able to create your own

specifically designed and organized to help innovators

biological strategy pages to share with the global

– who often lack a background in biology – find analogies

AskNature community.

between their design challenges and biological solutions,
and quickly grasp the mechanisms at work behind these

Thousands of innovators are turning to AskNature each

time tested solutions.

day to develop radically different approaches to pervasive
industry sustainability problems. From from engineers

Since its launch, AskNature has attracted nearly 3 million

from Mexico working to provide clean water access,

students, educators, and professionals from around the

to agricultural experts in Chile pioneering new soil

globe spanning fields across design, engineering, science,

restoration solutions, to architects from the U.S. developing

and business. It continues to attract approximately

new ways of insulating buildings, these innovators all

600,000 unique visitors each year. Meanwhile, its

started their research and development journey at the

affiliated social media channels reach over 15,000 people

same place - AskNature.org.

daily, and it has been featured in dozens of popular
periodicals, books, and peer reviewed articles.
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YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT AND
EXPLORE ASKNATURE AT ASKNATURE.ORG
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“Compared to seven years ago,
many, and many more people
are involved in biomimicry”

ANYTHING AS A FOREST

We are not the first biomimics. But what is different now
is that we are now all creating a body of work behind.

As said, this concept is now tipping over to business as

I don’t thing that biomimicry is going away this time;

well. Interface is now doing the same thing for their

biomimicry is here to stay. In part it is because of people

factories with their project “Factories as a Forest” where

like you that is not going away, that it is a succession.

the goal is that the factory functionally replaces the

We ask ourselves everyday what would it be like if

forest, and will provide the same ecosystem services as

biology totally informs design? What would our world

the original biophysical system did. What is exciting to

look like, work like, function like? If you flew over a jungle

me is that this concept can be scaled to any level.

area and the same level of ecosystem services continued

Biomimicry is – in the Netherlands but also

You can have a ‘campus as a forest’, ‘a suburb as a forest’,

seamlessly when flying over the city. And what if every

worldwide – still in a pioneering phase.

‘a business/factory/chemical plant etc. as a forest’.

innovator asked this question? It really is that simple.

Anything as a forest!

To introduce such a new perspective and

At some point every designer has it in his or her toolbox.

demonstrate it actually works takes root

When we can identify and analyze the relevant metrics

But at this moment it is for many still new. And it’s with

(e.g. how much water is collected and stored, how many

like any emerging discipline, there is a lot of work to do,

slowly. There is some birthing pain with an

liters per storm are collected and stored) we’ll get

but now there is this whole group of people.

emerging discipline. A Teflon-like ‘marathon

amazingly aspirational goals. Instead of compensating for

mentality’ as well as enough critical mass

designs to perform the same as the local native ecosystem.

is necessary to move forward. The good

And to get there we can than look at nature as model again.

our human activities (e.g. planting trees) it is asking our

NEXT LAYER – NATURE AS MEASURE

news is: that critical mass is there now!

TWO STEPS FORWARD ONE STEP BACK
As with many big new developments it is a balancing act,
a dance; we go two steps forward and then one step back.

NEXT LAYER – NATURE AS MENTOR
We have noticed another thing that is new. There is

That’s part of the deal. For example, an ambitious project
proposal that we developed with a big European consortium

another layer that is happening right now which is pretty

As biomimicry as a field is growing and maturing, we also

of 5 biomimicry hubs, various universities, business and

cool. And this is “nature as measure”; the concept of

see the need for a continuous dialogue on what is worth

NGO’s was unfortunately not granted by the European

course exists for some time, and some pioneering work in

designing for? And the need to include ‘ethos’ and ‘(re)

Commission. A big disappointment of course but what is

The field is growing, as well as the demand for the

urban planning has been done to date, but now this is

connect’ in the discussion and practice.

really encouraging, is the fact that many of our partners

application of biomimicry. Whereas Janine Benyus’ book

also tipping over to the business side.

GROWING

(Biomimicry - innovation inspired by nature, 1997) was

are committed and driven and already looking for other
In her biomimicry primer, Benyus wrote: Biomimicry

opportunities. One way or another we will start working

mainly about science, about academics working in the

Biomimicry is best known for ‘nature as model’, and the

captures our imagi¬nation because of its promise, because

with European SMEs in the manufacturing industry to

field of biomimicry, it now really has topped over to

question for nature as model is what would nature do

it is at once pragmatic and culturally transformative.

develop sustainable innovative technologies. And we will

industry. In design labs, architect firms, large Fortune

here, locally. So the word here is pretty important. What

At its most practical, biomimicry is a way of seeking

further develop the knowledge infrastructure to better

500’s companies, etc. We received three requests for

wouldn’t nature do here is also an important question.

sustainable solutions by borrowing life’s blueprints,

align supply and demand (of expertise, resources and

in-company workshops around very concrete innovation

We see that people are looking for metrics. Biomimicry

chemical recipes, and ecosystem strategies. At its most

people). And we will start a blended coaching program

challenges in the last three days. This is great news, and

3.8 first partnered with HOK, one of the largest architects

transformative, it brings us into right relation with the

for biomimicry innovators in this sector as well as the

it also means we need to train biologists to do this. So we

and engineering firms in the world; and they worked

rest of the natural world, as students learning to be a

partners in their business ecosystem to accelerate

also see interest rising from educators, for both formal

with their city planners on the question ‘what can

welcome species on this planet.”

biomimicry innovation.

and non-formal programs, curricula, education materials

biomimicry teach us about city planning?’ So this is

and really from K-12 up to post university level.

biomimicry at an ecosystem level rather than a chemistry

A theory from the social sciences, called ‘reference

MAKE IT PART OF EVERYDAY INVENTING

based or process based level. The question is ‘can a city be

group theory’ looks at ‘who do we choose as mentors?’.

generous’, when you think about systems, ecosystems,

And what is says is that the real transformational change

In the meantime let’s all reach out to each other and

the ecosystem services do not accrue just to the system

happens fastest when the person that you compare

continue creating social, ecological and economical

That’s a big difference with seven years ago when we

itself, there is no border for the pure air that is purified,

yourself to, changes. So if somebody would compare

impact for society. For that we will need to start building

started in the Netherlands. There are more en more people

there is no border for the clean water that is clarified.

herself to Kim Kardashian and then turns to Nelson

alliances between the many fragments. To be able to grow

thinking along, working along and more important just

Actually ecosystems have a surplus of services that

Mandela to serve as a role-model, things change.

we need to work on the development part as well.

want to start DOING it. This became also very clear to me

(in a sense) they give to the bioregion and to the world

during the Joint Global Biomimicry & Bio Inspired

in general. This is a very different way of thinking and

Biomimicry is comparing our technologies to those of the

biomimicry in education, innovation and sustainability

Innovation Conference in Utrecht last November.

absolutely not mainstream in architecture and city

natural world. And we are not the first ones to be doing

processes (regenerative design). So that biomimicry is

Where I knew almost always everybody at biomimicry

planning right now where it is much more about ‘zero

this. Lots and lots of people have done this, (Leonarda da

not a goal in itself but it becomes an integrated part of

events in the Netherlands, now half of the participants

energy and no net water’; it is not yet at the level of lets

Vinci, Otto Frey and many others).

everyday inventing.

were new to me. The field is growing fast.

be a generous city, one that gives back.

NEW
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